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Welcome to Kokkedal Open ‘24

Tournament Center
Here you will find the TD’s office, the check-in desk, our bar and the toilets.
Our sponsor Disc Tree will be there all weekend to fulfill your disc golf needs.

Before the round
Find start tee at kokkedalopen.dk

Scores
A group must keep score both online and on a scorecard.
The official score is the one online. The scorecard is a backup if any doubt.

www.pdga.com/score

After the round
Confirm the score with the group and submit the score online.

Feel free to hang around the Tournament Center, visit our sponsor Disc Tree
or get a refreshment from our bar.

Big thanks to our sponsors!

http://kokkedalopen.dk/
http://www.pdga.com/score
https://prodigystore.eu/
https://www.navipartner.dk/


Hole 1
Par 3

White tee 79 meters

Yellow tee 66 meters

!
Show consideration if there are players 
at basket 18.

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 2
Par 3

White tee 79 meters

Yellow tee 62 meters

OB
OB on your right, if you cross the fence 
or the OB line in continuation of the 
fence.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 3
Par 3

White tee 66 meters

Yellow tee 66 meters

All divisions will play from the same tee.

!
Be aware of pedestrians on the top of 
the hill.

Follow spotters instructions
(green flag go - red flag no go).

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 4
Par 3

White tee 105 meters

Yellow tee 97 meters

!
Show consideration if there are players 
on tee 8 and 17.

OB
The stream at the foot of the hill is OB.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white 

Tee box yellow



Hole 5
Par 4

White tee 148 meters

Yellow tee 130 meters

OB
There are OB near the tee 15.
This is mainly for hole 15 and 16, but 
can come into play from hole 5.

There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 6
Par 4

White tee 153 meters

Yellow tee 132 meters

OB
White posts on the edge mark the OB.
The stream and beyond is OB, where 
there are no white posts.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

!
If you can’t get your disc within a 
reasonable time. 
Then please come back for it after the 
round or pick it up when playing hole 9.

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 7
Par 3

White tee 65 meters

Yellow tee 57 meters

OB
White posts on the edge mark the OB.
The stream and beyond is OB, where 
there are no white posts.

If the disc is OB in the drive. Proceed to 
Drop Zone (DZ) or re-tee.

Both will result in a one stroke penalty.

If you go OB on any following throws, 
standard OB rules applies. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 8
Par 3

White tee 116 meters

Yellow tee 106 meters

New white tee for the 2024 open.

!
Show consideration if there are players 
on hole 4.

OB
The stream is OB.

The bridge is inbounds.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 9
Par 3

White tee 69 meters

Yellow tee 59 meters

OB
The stream and beyond is OB.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 10
Par 3

White tee 87 meters

Yellow tee 69 meters

!
Make sure that there are no one at the 
basket.

OB
The stream and beyond is OB.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 11
Par 3

White tee 120 meters

Yellow tee 103 meters

OB
The stream is OB.

The bridge is inbounds.

OB on the left side of the fairway.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 12
Par 4

White tee 155 meters

Yellow tee 135 meters

Mandatory
Players must throw left around the 
mandatory marking (Yellow tee post).

If the mandatory is missed.
Proceed to Drop Zone (DZ yellow tee)
or re-tee.

Both will result in a one stroke penalty.

Mandatory is marked with a “M”

OB
The road on the right side is OB from 
the asphalt edge and beyond.

OB on the left side of the fairway.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 13
Par 4

White tee 170 meters

Yellow tee 114 meters

OB
OB surrounds the entire fairway.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

!
Watch out for the utility pole. It will hurt 
your disc.

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 14
Par 3

White tee 82 meters

Yellow tee 65 meters

OB
OB on the right side of the fairway.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 15
Par 3

White tee 104 meters

Yellow tee 104 meters

All divisions will play from the same tee.

!
Show consideration if there are players 
on tee 16.

OB
OB on the left side of the fairway and 
over the fence behind the basket.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 16
Par 3

White tee 105 meters

Yellow tee 82 meters

OB
OB on the left side of the fairway.
There will be an OB line.

Standard OB rules apply. (1)

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 17
Par 3

White tee 50 meters

Yellow tee 50 meters

All divisions will play from the same tee.

!
Show consideration if there are players 
on tee 4.

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole 18
Par 3

White tee 95 meters

Yellow tee 91 meters

!
Show consideration if there are players 
on tee 1.

Tee box white

Tee box yellow



Hole XXL
Par 4

Tee 4 to basket 8

Yellow tee 183 meters

Only plays in the finals.

All divisions will play from yellow tee 4.

Tee box yellow



PDGA Rules
PDGA Official Rules of Disc Golf

https://www.pdga.com/rules/official-rules-disc-golf

(1) Standard OB rules
If a player disc is OB, the normal OB rule applies. Unless otherwise stated 
under the individual hole descriptions.

Play from where the disc last was inbound or re-throw from previous spot.

Both will result in a one stroke penalty.

On some holes a spotter will help you in the direction of your disc.
But remember, a spotter is not a judge!

If there is any doubt about where the disc last where inbound or if it is OB. 
Then it is up to the group the make the decision.

Official Rules of Disc Golf - 806.02 Out-of-Bounds

https://www.pdga.com/rules/official-rules-disc-golf
https://www.pdga.com/rules/official-rules-disc-golf




Scorekeeping
Go to www.pdga.com/score

• Access Code = Fredtoften
• Type your name or PDGA no. and select on the list
• Press ”Keep score”
• Press ”Begin Play”

If this is your first time using PDGA digital scorecard,
please refer to Scorekeeping with the PDGA Digital Scorecard

TD and contacts

TD: Lars Lau Jensen  +45 20610543

Asst. TD: Rasmus Spedtsberg +45 31612312

td@kfgk.dk www.kokkedalopen.dk

http://www.kokkedalopen.dk/
mailto:td@kfgk.dk
https://www.pdga.com/help/tournament-management/official-hole-scoring?#scorekeeping
http://www.pdga.com/score
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